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1.1 This is a report on a joint article with Takeshi Saito, with the same title [5],
devoted to studying the ramication of Galois torsors and of `-adic sheaves in charac-
teristic p ¡ 0 (with `  p), developing the project started in [1, 2, 3, 4, 10].
1.2 Let k be a perfect eld of characteristic p ¡ 0, X be a smooth, separated and
quasi-compact k-scheme, D be a simple normal crossing divisor on X, U  X D; we
say for short that pX;Dq is an snc-pair over k. We x a prime number ` dierent from
p and a nite local Z`-algebra . Let F be a locally constant constructible sheaf of
-modules on U . The main problems in ramication theory are the following :
(A) to describe the ramication of F along D;
(B) to give a Riemann-Roch type formula for F , that is, to compute the Euler-Poincare
characteristic with compact support of F on U in terms of its invariants of rami-
cation (provided by (A)).
In [3], we gave cohomological answers to both problems that rely on the notion of
characteristic class of F . In the article under review, we develop a more geometric
approach to problem (A) and give a conjectural formula for (B), generalizing the one
proved in ([10] 3.7) and based on the ner notion of characteristic cycle of F . For this
purpose, we start by studying the ramication of Galois torsors over U , that is, torsors
over U for the etale topology, under nite constant groups. Our approach is inspired by
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the ramication theory of local elds with imperfect residue elds that we developed in
[1, 2, 10]. Its leitmotiv is to eliminate the ramication by blow-up.
x 2. Review of ramication theory of local elds with imperfect residue
elds
2.1 Let K be a discrete valuation eld, OK be the valuation ring of K, F be the
residue eld of OK , K be a separable closure of K and G be the Galois group of K{K.
We assume that OK is henselian and that F has characteristic p. In ([1] 3.12), we
dened a decreasing ltration G rlog pr P Q¥0q of G by closed normal subgroups, called





GrrlogpG q  G rlog{G r log :
This ltration satises the following properties, among others :
(i) The group P  G 0 log is the wild inertia subgroup of G , i.e., the p-Sylow subgroup
of the inertia subgroup G 0log ([1] 3.15).
(ii) For every rational number r ¡ 0, the group GrrlogpG q is abelian and is contained in
the center of the pro-p-group P{G r log ([2] Theorem 1).
Further properties are stated below.
2.2 Let L be a nite separable extension of K, r be a rational number ¥ 0. Then
G acts on HomK-AlgpL;Kq via its action on K. We say that the ramication of L{K
is bounded by r (resp. by r ) if G rlog (resp. G r log ) acts trivially on HomKpL;Kq. We
dene the conductor c of L{K as the innimum of rational numbers r ¡ 0 such that the
ramication of L{K is bounded by r. Then c is a rational number, and the ramication
of L{K is bounded by c  ([1] 9.5). If c ¡ 0, the ramication of L{K is not bounded by
c.
In fact, we dene rst the property that L{K has a bounded ramication by a
rational number r ¡ 0, then we deduce the ltration G rlog pr P Q¥0q of G . I will not
recall the denition here, as I will introduce a geometric generalization for Galois torsors.
2.3 For any nite discrete -representation M of G , we have a canonical slope de-
composition
(2.3.1) M  `rPQ¥0M prq;
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characterised by the following properties : M p0q MP and for every r ¡ 0,
(2.3.2) pM prqqG rlog  0 and pM prqqG r log M prq:
The values r ¥ 0 for which M prq  0 are called the slopes of M . We say that M is
isoclinic if it has only one slope. If M is isoclinic of slope r ¡ 0, we have a canonical
central character decomposition
(2.3.3) M  `M;
where the sum runs over nite characters  : GrrlogG Ñ  such that  is a nite etale
-algebra.
2.4 We assume in the following that F is of nite type over k. We denote by 
1F plogq
the quotient of 
1F `pF bZKq by the sub-F -module generated by elements of the form
pda; 0q  p0; ab aq, for a P OK  t0u and a its residue class in F . For every a P K, we
denote by d log a the class of p0; 1b aq. Then we have an exact sequence
(2.4.1) 0 ÝÑ 
1F ÝÑ 
1F plogq resÝÑ F ÝÑ 0;
where respp0; a b bqq  a  ordpbq for a P F and b P K. In particular, 
1F plogq is an
F -vector space of nite dimension, namely the transcendental degree of F over k plus
one.
We denote by OK the integral closure of OK in K, by F the residue eld of OK ,





) the OK-module of elements x P K such that ordpxq ¥ r (resp.
ordpxq ¡ r).
The following important property of the logarithmic ramication ltration was
proved in ([10] 1.24) if K has characteristic p, and in [11] if K has characteristic 0.
For any rational number r ¡ 0, the group GrrlogG is an Fp-vector space, and we have a
canonical injective homomorphism
(2.4.2) rsw: HomZpGrrlogG ;Fpq Ñ HomF pmrK{mr K ;
1F plogq bF F q;
called the rened Swan conductor. Our denition of characteristic cycle is a generaliza-
tion of this notion.
x 3. Ramication of Galois torsors
3.1 Our approach is based on a geometric construction introduced in [3, 4, 10]. Let
pX;Dq be an snc-pair over k, U  XD, D1; : : : ; Dm be the irreducible components of
D. We denote by pX k Xq1 the blow-up of X k X along Di k Di for all 1 ¤ i ¤ m.
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We dene the framed self-product X k X of pX;Dq over k as the open sub-scheme of
pX k Xq1 obtained by removing the strict transforms of D k X and X k D (called
the logarithmic self-product in [10]). We give in ([5] 5.20) an equivalent denition using
logarithmic geometry, that extends to more general situations. The diagonal morphism
X : X Ñ X k X lifts uniquely to a morphism  : X Ñ X k X, called the framed
diagonal of pX;Dq (and the logarithmic diagonal in [10]). We consider X k X as an
X-scheme by the second projection.
3.2 Let R be an eective rational divisor on X with support in D (i.e., a sum of
non-negative rational multiples of the irreducible components of D). We dene in ([5]
5.26) the dilatation pX kXqpRq of X kX along  of thickening R as an ane scheme









pRq // pX k XqpRq
where jpRq is a canonical open immersion, pRq is the unique morphism lifting , j is the
canonical injection and U is the diagonal morphism. If R has integral coecients, then
pX kXqpRq is a dilatation in the sense of Raynaud, more precisely, pX kXqpRq is the
maximal open sub-scheme of the blow-up of X k X along pRq, where the exceptional
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pq The two curved lines should be removed (i.e., dotted).
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3.3 Let V be a Galois torsor over U of group G, R be an eective rational divisor
on X with support in D. We consider V k V as a Galois torsor over U k U of group
GG, and denote by W the quotient of V k V by pGq, where : GÑ GG is the
diagonal homomorphism. The diagonal morphism V : V Ñ V kV induces a morphism
"U : U Ñ W lifting the diagonal morphism U : U Ñ U k U . Note that W represents
the sheaf of isomorphisms of G-torsors from Uk V to V kU over UkU , and that "U
corresponds to the identity isomorphism of V (identied with the pull-backs of U k V
and V k U by U ). We denote by Z the integral closure of pX k XqpRq in W , by
 : Z Ñ pX k XqpRq the canonical morphism and by " : X Ñ Z the morphism induced













Let x P X. We say that the ramication of V {U at x is bounded by R  if the morphism
 is etale at "pxq, and that the ramication of V {U along D is bounded by R  if  is
etale over an open neighborhood of "pXq ([5] 7.3).
We establish several properties of this notion. First, we prove that it satises
descent for faithfully at and log-smooth morphisms ([5] 7.7). The second property
plays a key role in [5] : if R has integral coecients, we prove that the ramication of
V {U along D is bounded by R  if and only if there exists an open neighborhood Z0 of
"pXq in Z which is etale over pXkXqpRq and such that pZ0q contains pXkXqpRqXR
([5] 7.13). Third, we relate this notion to its analogue for nite separable extensions of
local elds : let  be a generic point of D,  be a geometric point of X above , S be the
strict localization of X at , K be the fraction eld of  pS;OSq, r be the multiplicity
of R at . We put V U SpecpKq  SpecpLq, where L ±ni1 Li is a nite product of
nite separable extensions of K. We prove in ([5] 7.18) that the ramication of V {U at
 is bounded by R  if and only if, for every 1 ¤ i ¤ n, the logarithmic ramication of
Li{K is bounded by r  in the sense of (2.2).
3.4 Let V be a Galois torsor over U of group G, Y be the integral closure of X in V ,
R be an eective rational divisor on X with support in D. Assume that the following
conditions are satised :
(i) for every geometric point y of Y , the inertia group Iy  G of y has a normal p-Sylow
subgroup ;
(ii) for every generic point  of D, the ramication of V {U at  is bounded by R .
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Then we prove that the ramication of V {U along D is bounded by R  ([5] 7.19). This
result is an analogue of the Zariski-Nagata purity theorem.
3.5 Let V be a Galois torsor over U of nite group G. We dene the conductor
of V {U relatively to X to be the minimum eective rational divisor R on X with
support in D such that for every generic point  of D, the ramication of V {U at 
is bounded by R . This terminology may be slightly misleading as the ramication
of V {U along D may not be bounded by R  in general. However, we prove in ([5]
7.22), as a consequence of 3.4, that under a strong form of resolution of singularities,
there exists an snc-pair pX 1; D1q over k and a proper morphism f : X 1 Ñ X inducing an
isomorphism X 1D1 Ñ U , such that if we denote by R1 the conductor of V {U relatively
to X 1, the ramication of V {U along D1 is bounded by R1 .
x 4. Ramication of `-adic sheaves
4.1 Let pX;Dq be an snc-pair over k, U  X  D, F be a locally constant con-
structible sheaf of -modules on U , R be an eective rational divisor on X with sup-
port in D, x P X, x be a geometric point of X above x. Recall that  is a nite local
Z`-algebra (1.2). We denote by pr1;pr2 : UkU Ñ U the canonical projections and put
(4.1.1) H pF q H omppr2F ;pr1F q:
We prove in ([5] 8.2) that the base change morphism
(4.1.2)  : pRqjpRq pH pF qq Ñ jU pH pF qq  jpE ndpF qq
relatively to the Cartesian diagram (3.2.1) is injective. Furthermore, the following
conditions are equivalent :
(i) The stalk x of the morphism  at x is an isomorphism.
(ii) There exists a Galois torsor V over U trivializing F such the ramication of V {U
at x is bounded by R .
We say that the ramication of F at x is bounded by R  if F satises these equivalent
conditions. We say that the ramication of F along D is bounded by R  if the ram-
ication of F at x is bounded by R  for every geometric point x of X. We establish
several properties of this notion similar to those for Galois torsors. In particular, we
relate it to the analogue notion for Galois representations of local elds (with possibly
imperfect residue elds) ([5] 8.8).
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4.2 Let F be a locally constant constructible sheaf of -modules on U . We dene
the conductor of F relatively to X to be the minimum of the set of eective rational
divisors R on X with support in D such that for every geometric point  of X above a
generic point of D, the ramication of F at  is bounded by R . As for Galois torsors,
this terminology may be slightly misleading as the ramication ofF alongD may not be
bounded by R  in general. However, we prove that under a strong form of resolution of
singularities, there exists an snc-pair pX 1; D1q over k and a proper morphism f : X 1 Ñ X
inducing an isomorphism X 1 D1 Ñ U , such that if we denote by R1 the conductor of
F relatively to X 1, the ramication of F along D1 is bounded by R1  ([5] 8.11).
4.3 The last part of [5] is devoted to studying important specialization properties that
lead to the fundamental notion of cleanliness and to the denition of the characteristic
cycle. Let R be an eective divisor on X with support in D.1 We prove ([5] 4.6) that
pX k XqpRq is smooth over X and that
(4.3.1) EpRq  pX k XqpRq X R
is canonically isomorphic to the twisted logarithmic tangent bundle
Vp
1X{kplogDq bOX OXpRqq X R










R // X Uoo
Let G be a sheaf of -modules on U k U . We call R-specialization of G and denote by
RpG ; Xq, the sheaf on EpRq dened by
(4.3.3) RpG ; Xq  jpRq pG q|EpRq:
Let F be a locally constant constructible sheaf of -modules on U such that its
ramication along D is bounded by R , H pF q be the sheaf on U k U dened in
(4.1.1). We prove in ([5] 8.15) that RpH pF q; Xq is additive, which means that its
restrictions to the bers of EpRq over R are invariant by translation (cf. [5] 3.1). This
important property was rst proved in ([10] 2.25); we give a new proof.
1We consider rational divisors on X with support in D and integral coecients as Cartier divisors
on X.
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We x a non-trivial additive character  : Fp Ñ  and denote by S  EpRq the
support of the Fourier-Deligne transform of RpH pF q; Xq relatively to  (cf. [5] 3.4);
more precisely, S is the subset of points of EpRq where the stalks of the cohomology
sheaves of the Fourier-Deligne transform are not all zero (cf. [5] 3.5). The additivity
of RpH pF q; Xq is equivalent to the fact that, for every x P R, the set S X EpRqx is
nite (cf. [5] 3.6). We call S the Fourier dual support of RpH pF q; Xq. We prove in
fact that S is the underlying space of a closed sub-scheme of EpRq which is nite over
R (cf. [5] 8.18). Note that S is a priori a constructible subset of EpRq and that it is
not obvious that it is closed in EpRq. We say that RpH pF q; Xq is non-degenerate if S
does not meet the zero section of EpRq over R.
4.4 LetF be a locally constant constructible sheaf of -modules on U ,  be a generic
point of D, Xpq be the henselization of X at ,  be the generic point of Xpq,  be a
geometric generic point of Xpq, G be the Galois group of  over . We say that F
is isoclinic at  if the representation F of G is isoclinic (2.3), and that F is isoclinic
along D if it is isoclinic at all generic points of D.
Assume rst that F is isoclinic along D, and let R be its conductor relatively to
X. We say ([5] 8.23) that F is clean along D if the following conditions are satised :
(i) the ramication of F along D is bounded by R ;
(ii) there exists a log-smooth morphism of snc-pairs f : pX 1; D1q Ñ pX;Dq over k such
that the morphism X 1 Ñ X is faithfully at, that R1  fpRq has integral coef-
cients, and if we put U 1  X 1  D1 and F 1  F |U 1, that the R1-specialization
1R1pH pF 1q; X 1q of H pF 1q in the sense of (4.3.3) relatively to pX 1; D1q, is additive
and non-degenerate.
Note that we may replace (ii) by the stronger condition that it holds for any morphism
f satisfying the same assumptions (cf. [5] 8.24).
This notion can be extended to general sheaves as follows. Let x be a geometric
point of X. We say that F is clean at x if there exists an etale neighborhood X 1 of x
in X such that, if we put U 1  U X X 1 and denote by D1 the pull-back of D over X 1,
there exists a nite decomposition
(4.4.1) F |U 1  `1¤i¤nF 1i
of F |U 1 into a direct sum of locally constant constructible sheaves of -modules F 1i
p1 ¤ i ¤ nq on U 1 which are isoclinic and clean along D1 in the previous sense. We say
that F is clean along D if it is clean at all geometric points of X (cf. [5] 8.25). Note
that for isoclinic sheaves, the two denitions are equivalent (cf. [5] 8.27).
The notion of cleanliness was rst introduced by Kato for rank 1 sheaves in [6].
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Our denition extends his. It was extended to isoclinic sheaves by the second author
(T. S.) in ([10] x3.2).
Roughly speaking, if F is clean along D, then its ramication along D is controlled
by its ramication at the generic points of D. This is the main idea behind the following
denition of the characteristic cycle of F .
4.5 We assume that X is connected and denote by d the dimension of X, by
TXplogDq  Vp
1X{kplogDqq the logarithmic cotangent bundle of X and by 1; : : : ; n
the generic points of D. For each 1 ¤ i ¤ n, we denote by Fi the residue eld of X at
i, by Si  SpecpOKiq the henselization of X at i and by i  SpecpKiq the generic
point of Si. We x a separable closure Ki of Ki and denote by Gi the Galois group of
Ki{Ki.
Let F be a locally constant constructible sheaf of free -modules on U which is
clean along D. We denote by Mi the rGis-module corresponding to F |i, by
(4.5.1) Mi  `rPQ¥0M prqi
its slope decomposition and, for each rational number r ¡ 0, by
(4.5.2) M prqi  `M prqi;
the central character decomposition of M prqi . Note that M
prq
i; is a free -module of
nite type for all r ¡ 0 and all . By enlarging , we may assume that for all rational
numbers r ¡ 0 and all central characters  ofM prqi (i.e., all characters  : GrrlogGi Ñ 
that appear in the decomposition (4.5.2)), we have   . Since GrrlogGi is abelian
and killed by p (2.4),  factors uniquely as GrrlogGi Ñ Fp  Ñ , where  is the non-
trivial additive character xed in 4.3. We denote also by  : GrrlogGi Ñ Fp the induced
character and by





1Fiplogq b F i
its rened Swan conductor (2.4.2). Let F be the eld of denition of rswpq, which is
a nite extension of Fi contained in F i. The rened Swan conductor rswpq denes a
line L in TXplogDq bX F. Let L be the closure of the image of L in TXplogDq.
For each 1 ¤ i ¤ n, we put





r  rkpM prqi; q
rF : Fis rLs;
which is a d-cycle on TXplogDqX Di. It follows from the proof of ([10] 1.26) that the
coecient of rLs is an element of Zr 1p s, and hence gives an element of .
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Let  : X Ñ TXplogDq be the zero-section of TXplogDq over X. We dene the
characteristic cycle of F and denote by CCpF q, the d-cycle on TXplogDq dened by




Recall ([3] 2.1.1) that we associated to j!F a characteristic class, denoted by
Cpj!F q, which is a section of H0pX;KXq, where KX  f ! and f : X Ñ Specpkq
is the structural morphism.
Conjecture 4.6. Under the assumptions of (4.5), we have in H0pX;KXq
(4.6.1) Cpj!F q  pCCpF q; rsq;
where the right hand side is the intersection pairing relatively to TXplogDq.
Kato dened the characteristic cycle of a clean sheaf of rank 1 in [7]. The second
author (T. S.) extended the denition to isoclinic and clean sheaves in ([10] 3.6) and
proved conjecture 4.6 for these sheaves in (loc. cit. 3.7).
4.7 We may optimistically expect that for any locally constant constructible sheaf
F of -modules on U , there exists an snc-pair pX 1; D1q over k and a proper morphism
of snc-pairs pX 1; D1q Ñ pX;Dq inducing an isomorphism X 1 D1 Ñ U such that F is
clean along D1. Kato proved this property for rank 1 sheaves on surfaces ([7] 4.1).
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